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  Julia Lane
Science Metrics: 
The Issues and New Approaches
This presentation represents the views of the author and not of 
the institution she represents.
Overview
 Why Metrics Matter
 Conceptual Framework
 The scientific challenge
 The empirical challenge
 What’s Being Done in the US: STAR METRICS
 What it is
 Structure
 Measuring outcomes: The Role of Incentives




 Advance basic science
 Improve wellbeing of citizens
=> Affects level of funding
 Funding agencies
 Want to identify and fund good science
=> Affects type of funding
 Academic institutions
 Want to hire and retain good scientists
 Want to demonstrate impact
=> Affects who does science
Administration Interest 
• Investment in Science
– American Recovery and Reinvestment Act
– The National Academy of Sciences Speech, April 2009
• Openness and transparency
– data.gov; open.gov; etc.
• Evidence based policy 
– Joint memo on “Science and Technology Priorities for the 
FY2012 Budget” : Science of Science Policy (is the only 
program listed by name – also in 2011) 
• Accountability
– ARRA Reporting Guidelines
– Putting Performance First: Replacing PART with a new 
performance improvement and analysis framework
2Administration Interest
FY12 Orszag-Holdren Memo, July 21 2010; reiterates August 4, 2009 memo;





4ROMAN AUGURS: Roman augurs foretell the future by observing the 
behavior of hens  © Copyright (c) Mary Evans Picture Library 2007
Scientists Can Provide a ‘Black Box’
Answer 
Or…Start To Develop A Scientific 
Framework
 Science of Science Policy Interagency Task 
Group
 The SoSP Roadmap
 Published in November, 2008
 Four guiding themes
 Ten key questions
 December, 2008 Workshop
 Engage the current community of practice
 Interactive evaluation of Roadmap
5Research Challenge: Conceptual
Heckman, 2008, Econometric Causality, NBER working paper 13934, 
2008
Need to describe and measure the creation, transmission and 
adoption of knowledge
Research Challenges: Conceptual
 How to describe creation of knowledge?
 Unit of analysis
 Input measures
 How to describe transmission?
 Networks
 Technology
 How to describe adoption?
 Lags
 Proximal causes
 What structural model?
 Linear
 Outcome measures
 Fundamental challenge: Establishing counterfactuals
 Selection bias
 Random assignment not an option
6Research Challenges: Empirical
 Data Infrastructure
 Science agencies have balkanized proposal and award 
administration systems
 Unit of analysis is awards – while appropriate unit is individuals
 Typically limited data on postdocs, graduate students, 
undergraduate students
 Limited data on subawards
 Information captured only during funding period
 Information typically captured manually, sporadically and in 
unstructured format
 Outputs not linked to inputs or infrastructure investments in a 
systematic way.
 Data not captured on people who DON’T get funded, so difficult to 
establish counterfactual
 Heterogeneous sources of outcomes




If we can automate the DNA sequencing, 
we can describe science investments!
7Science and Technology in America’s Reinvestment –
Measuring the EffecTs of Research on Innovation, 
Competitiveness and Science
STAR METRICS
What is STAR METRICS?
1. Data Infrastructure to capture impact of science 
investments.
2. Collaborative identification of data and data sources




 Start with basic unit of analysis
 Science is done by scientists. Need to identify 
universe of individuals funded by federal agencies 
(PI, co-PI, RAs, graduate students etc.)








Federal S&T Funding Agencies




















































10Creating the Frame (and measuring jobs)
14  administrative data elements from awards, grants, HR or 
finance systems are provided to STAR Metrics on a quarterly 
basis…
 Award data
 Payroll Staff Information 
 Non-Payroll Charges
 Sub-awards
 Indirect Cost Rate Proposal 
9/23/2010 STAR METRICS
Data Elements
…will yield these Quarterly pre-calculated reports…
 Stimulus FTE Jobs (ARRA) – with and without Overhead Job 
calculations
 FTE Jobs and Positions – All awards (with and without Overhead)
 FTE Sub-awards – All awards (with and without Overhead)
 Vendor FTE’s (Jobs) – All awards
 Overhead Jobs (calculated from Indirect Costs) 11Star Metrics Phase 1 – 14 Requested Data 
Elements







2 Federal Award ID #A w a r d















9 University Award ID #A w a r d



























B A R N S T A B L E 17 67 67 6
BERKSHIRE 3 2.4 2.4 2.4
BRISTOL 5 100.7 861.4 931.1
DUKES 7 49.5 49.5 49.5
ESSEX 9 268.7 268.7 268.7
MIDDLESEX 17 123.8 123.8 123.8
NANTUCKET 19 5.8 5.8 5.8
N O R F O L K 2 11 6 . 31 6 . 31 6 . 3
643                  1,404               1,474              
Source: STAR Metrics ‐ Jobs
13Measuring Outcomes: 
The Role of Incentives
1. Reduce Burden









 Information in VIVO can 




– Department and research 
group web sites
 Information can be used 




NSF SciSIP: 0830287, 0965259






16Visual Exploration - Overview
Visual Exploration - Drill Down
17Describing Impact
Node: inventor; link: co-authorship; color: organization
Describing Impact













 NIH, NSF and OSTP MOU signed, DOE and EPA 
joining
 Partnership with Federal Demonstration 
Partnership, and engagement with AAU, APLU, 
COGR
 Over 100 academic institutions at various 
degrees of participation
 European Union engagement and emulation
20Developing Metrics: Engage Domain 
and Social Scientists
What does this entail?
 Partner with Pis to




 Visualizations of networks and impact
 Collaborative tagging of research outputs etc….
 Partner with university administrators to develop 
flow-based impact of science funding
21Ultimate Goals for Development of 
Science Metrics
 Fully fledged academic field 
 Fully fledged analytical tool set in government: 
Science policy in same analytical tier as tax policy
 Common, automated, empirical infrastructure available 
to all universities and science agencies to quickly 
respond to State, Congressional and OMB requests
 Incentive compatible structure 
 Common scientific infrastructure for researchers to 
develop and study science metrics
Why metrics matter
 You can`t manage what you can`t measure
 And what you measure is what you get
22